Support for lateral entrants at the Gymnasium

There are various pathways for pupils whose families immigrated from abroad during a school career comparable to the Bavarian Gymnasium to continue their education in Bavaria:

- **Deutschklassen** (= German classes) at Mittelschule (lower secondary school level) are the standard offered for lateral entrants who lack sufficient German language skills. Deutschklassen can enable lateral entrants with an educational background comparable to the Gymnasium to transfer to the Gymnasium.

- The **InGym** project is a pathway specific for the school form of integrating particularly high-achieving and highly motivated lateral entrants directly at the Gymnasium without interrupting their school career comparable to the Gymnasium. More detailed information about the **InGym** project is provided in the "**InGym** Integration at the Gymnasium" flyer.

- Direct enrolment of lateral entrants with German language skills as guest pupils with a subsequent entrance examination and probationary period and their individual support at the Gymnasium near their place of residence is also possible. As a flexible form of language support, the **ReG_In_flex** (Regional Flexible Integration at the Gymnasium) programme supports the enrolment of lateral entrants at state Gymnasien – above all in rural areas – as well as transfer from Deutschklassen.

Further information

**Contact partner for the support of pupils with a migrant or refugee history at the Gymnasium**

Der Ministerialbeauftragte für die Gymnasien in Mittelfranken

Oberstudendidirektor Martin Rohde

OStRin Regina Bürger

Löbleinstrasse 10

90409 Nuremberg

Telephone: 0911/231-5468

Fax: 0911/231-8397

Email: dienststelle@mb-gym-mfr.de

» [www.km.bayern.de/mb-mittelfranken/migration](http://www.km.bayern.de/mb-mittelfranken/migration)
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A variety of support measures are available at state Gymnasien (= grammar schools) in Bavaria to provide pupils with a migrant or refugee history with needs-based support in line with their aptitude: lateral entrants who immigrate from abroad during a school career comparable to the Bavarian Gymnasium require as a priority support in German as a second language and consequently in subject-specific language. For regular pupils with a migrant history who have mastered German as an everyday language the focus is on developing subject-specific and educational language at a higher level.

Language skills are an important condition for success at school in all subjects. In addition to regular lessons, a variety of support programmes promote the development of subject-specific and educational language skills of pupils with a migrant or refugee history at the Gymnasium.

Sprachbegleitung

The Sprachbegleitung (= language support) programme is the key element of additional language support at state Gymnasien in Bavaria.

Aim

Sprachbegleitung aims to provide pupils with a migrant history with support at a state Gymnasium respectively Kolleg (providing full-time classes for adults to obtain the general higher education entrance qualification) by developing their skills in educational and subject-specific language. Particular attention is paid to reading and writing skills in natural science and social science subjects. Understanding of cultural education is also deepened.

Support strategy

Support follows the principles of subject teaching in terms of language awareness. Skills in subject-specific language required to master subject-related content and to present this in a proper, precise and clear manner are consciously communicated. Lessons in small groups enable intensive and individual support.

Participating schools

State Gymnasien and Kollegs can participate with a proportion of 10% or at least 100 pupils with a migrant history if they present a corresponding support concept. More than a quarter of all state Gymnasien in Bavaria and two Bavarian Kollegs participate in the Sprachbegleitung programme.

Sprachlich fit fürs Abitur

The Sprachlich fit fürs Abitur (= language proficiency for the school leaving examination) pilot project supports upper level pupils in developing their reading and writing skills at a high level with a view to the Abitur. Apart from subject requirements, language requirements are also subject to progression.

Pupils practice reading and writing strategies using materials from German and social science subjects. During the pilot project, their writing process is intensively supported because the phases of planning and revision in particular are decisive for text quality. Pupils benefit from continuous feedback during the writing process and after completion of the text.